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The spoken corpus ORTOFON is currently in the stage of data collection and annotation and
will feature two main tiers of transcription: the ort layer (which is more or less orthographical)
and the fon layer (which contains a simplified phonetic transcript). The recordings are of the
same nature as those in the ORAL series corpora (Kopřivová & Waclawičová 2006;
Waclawičová, Křen & Válková 2009): they target prototypical spoken language as
instantiated in informal conversations among people who know each other and are situated in
their usual environment (at home with their family, among friends, in a restaurant etc.). Our
recording associate usually takes part in the dialogue and performs his/her usual role in the
group of speakers.

Like previous spoken corpora, ORTOFON will be balanced with respect to several
sociolinguistic categories of the included speakers: gender, age, education and dialect region
of childhood residence. It will thus allow for interesting comparisons with older dialect
recordings (Balhar et al. 2011) which are currently being made into a corpus (called
DIALEKT), one of whose layers of transcription will be compatible with the ORTOFON ort
layer. Recordings are being collected from all over the Czech Republic, with great emphasis
on quality, which is necessary because of the phonetic transcription stage. Apart from face-to-
face interactions, telephone or VoIP conversations are also allowed for inclusion.

By offering a detailed multi-tier transcript (including orthographic, phonetic and meta-
linguistic layers), we aim to capture interactions in a complex way in the context of a given
communication situation. The ort layer is optimized for allowing a reasonably quick first
transcription of the sound recording. Being based on orthography, it is mostly intuitive for our
non-linguist collaborators and easily searchable. At the same time, it already encodes several
phenomena typical of spoken language, e.g. [v]-prothesis, Common Czech endings and
dialectal features. The carefully negotiated trade-off between standard spelling and variation
makes it possible to track these features’ areal distribution in a fairly straightforward way.

More pronunciation details are available via the linked fon layer, which is an innovation
compared to the ORAL series. It does not aim to capture all phonetic variation (e.g. vowel
quality changes are mostly limited to reduction), but still offers rudimentary pointers to a
variety of connected speech processes (Farnecani & Recasens 2010, 322): assimilation of
voicing, place or manner of articulation; stress group boundaries; epentheses and elisions etc.
Comparison with the ort layer reveals deletions in common words and filler expressions.

Examples will illustrate the specificities of our transcription guidelines, which are
currently mostly stable, though still a work in progress in some respects, based on feedback
and practical experience. Changes from previous versions will be highlighted as they often
offer an interesting perspective on annotation choices.
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